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When asked, “How do you develop mental toughness 
in life?” my response might sound negative at first. I 
answer, “Always be prepared for a surprise. The 
surprise might be a negative surprise. Something is 
going to happen in your day, whether you are late 
because you got stuck behind a train or your car had a 
flat tire–something is going to happen. And the key is 
your ability not to take mole hills and look at them as 

mountains.”

Problems are a normal part of 
change.

Things are changing so rapidly that there are going to be problems you 
face. So you must look at failure as an event, not as a person. I’m not a 
failure. Maybe I’ve had a failure or a temporary inconvenience. I’ve had a 
stumbling block, and the idea is to turn the stumbling block into a 
steppingstone, and step on it instead of stumble over it.

So look at failure as the fertilizer 
of success.

Fertilizer stinks, it smells. You see that guy putting it on his lawn and you 
say, “Wow, that guy fertilized his lawn.” You fertilize your mistakes. You 
don’t wallow in them, lay in them, roll in them; you pick yourself up off 
your mistakes and learn from them. You try not to repeat that same thing 
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again. But you look at it as a temporary inconvenience, as a detour—a 
detour in life—not as a failure.

Denis Waitley's new 2-CD program, Becoming an Authentic MVP, brings  
together his most celebrated and timeless success principles in a  
concise, engaging and simple–to–absorb format. Click here now to listen 
to a FREE sample track!

—Denis Waitley

—————————————————————

Denis Waitley is one of America's most 
respected and beloved authors, keynote 
lecturers and productivity consultants on high 
performance human achievement. He has 
inspired, informed, challenged and entertained 
audiences for over 25 years from the 
boardrooms of multi-national corporations to the 
control rooms of NASA's space program. Denis 
has been voted business speaker of the year by 
the Sales and Marketing Executives' Association 

and by Toastmasters' International and inducted into the International 
Speakers' Hall of Fame.

With over 10 million audio programs sold in 14 languages, Denis 
Waitley's CD album, The Psychology of Winning, is still the all-time best 
selling program on self-mastery. To order this Best-Seller or his newest 
release, The Platinum Collection and to subscribe to the free Denis 
Waitley Weekly E-zine visit his website here: DenisWaitley.com
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